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Abstract
This research addresses inspection location tracking in the field of nondestructive evaluation (NDE) using a
computer vision technique to determine the position and orientation of typical NDE equipment in a test
setup. The objective is the tracking accuracy for typical NDE equipment to facilitate automatic NDE data
integration. Since the employed tracking technique relies on surface curvatures of an object of interest, the
accuracy can be only experimentally determined. We work with flash-thermography and conducted an
experiment in which we tracked a specimen and a thermography flash hood, measured the spatial relation
between both, and used the relation as input to map thermography data onto a 3D model of the specimen.
The results indicate an appropriate accuracy, however, unveiled calibration challenges.
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Abstract. This research addresses inspection location tracking in the field of nondestructive evaluation (NDE) using a computer
vision technique to determine the position and orientation of typical NDE equipment in a test setup. The objective is the tracking
accuracy for typical NDE equipment to facilitate automatic NDE data integration. Since the employed tracking technique relies on
surface curvatures of an object of interest, the accuracy can be only experimentally determined. We work with flash-thermography
and conducted an experiment in which we tracked a specimen and a thermography flash hood, measured the spatial relation between
both, and used the relation as input to map thermography data onto a 3D model of the specimen. The results indicate an appropriate
accuracy, however, unveiled calibration challenges.
Introduction
In a time of increasing availability of product data throughout a product’s lifecycle, automatic processing and char-
acterization of this data becomes imperative. Especially in the context of the digital thread, the integrated view on a
company’s asset throughout its lifecycle, automatic data integration into an asset’s digital twin is essential to be able
to handle the stream of continuously growing data. Without automatic processing, the data may remain unused. Our
research addresses inspection location tracking and automatic data integration of NDE data into a digital twin. In our
context, tracking is the mean that facilitates automatic data integration.
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FIGURE 1. a) the flash thermography test setup. The spatial relation between specimen and flash hood is measured using point
cloud data obtained from a range camera. b) This allows one to automatically integrate the thermal image onto a 3D model of the
specimen.
The term tracking addresses a set of different technologies that are able to determine the position and orientation
(pose) of objects over time. In this paper, we refer to computer vision-based object tracking, 3D vision using range
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cameras in particular. Modern range cameras allow one to obtain a point data set of the environment in front of the
camera. Feature descriptors, which are a mathematical model to characterize objects using a mathematical signature,
allow one to detect an object of interest and to estimate its pose in a point cloud. Those techniques are well developed
and reliable, i.e. [1], [2], however, in terms of NDE, the accuracy they yield depends on several factors. The technique
we use relies on surface curvatures. Simplified, the more invariant and complex curvature values are detectable, the
better the final pose of an object. Thus, the accuracy relies on the equipment that is typically for a field. Therefore, one
of the objectives of our research is to determine the accuracy with which typical NDE equipment, specimens, sensor
equipment, can be tracked as well as what advantages we obtain from automatic NDE data integration.
Since this objective requires an experimental approach, the NDE technique currently under investigation is flash-
thermography. Flash-thermography allows one to obtain thermal images of an object to unveil flaws underneath
the surface. A test setup is shown in Figure 1a). It incorporates a range camera to track a specimen and a flash-
thermography flash hood with a thermal camera embedded. Simplified, specimen and flash hood are tracked and a
thermal image is obtained. Since the position between specimen and flash hood is known due to tracking, the thermal
image can be mapped onto a 3D model exactly at the portion of the model from which the image was originally
captured Figure 1b).
We conducted an experiment to determine the pose accuracy, which is the objective of this paper. We measured
the pose as described and compared it with a second pose estimated via visible markers on the specimen’s surface. The
next section briefly introduces the object tracking background. Section a) describes the flash thermography application
and the data integration process. This is followed by a description of the experiment and results in Section a). We close
this paper with a conclusion and an outlook.
Background
The entire approach relies on object tracking technology, with the process shown in Figure 2; detailed information
can be found in [3],[4],[5]. Note that the following explanation describes the process for only one object to simplify
reading, however, we can track multiple objects. The input for this process is a point cloud M = {p0, p1, ...,pN}
obtained from a range camera, and a reference model R. The output is the position and orientation (pose) represented
as 4x4 matrix [R|t] in homogenous coordinate space, which moves the set R to its location in M. Therefore, we first
employ feature descriptor matching to detect an object of interest and to determine an initial pose. This initial pose
is refined to obtain a best transformation, which further acts as input for a motion tracking algorithm. Optional, the
pose can be further refined by incorporating multiple pose samples into the process and to calculate the best fit out of
a sequence of estimates.
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FIGURE 2. The tracking process as schematic overview.
Detection: The objective is to find an object in a point cloud and to estimate an initial pose. We employ a Curvature
Pair feature (CFP) descriptor. It represents the curvature for a particular point as the Principle Curvature distribution
around this point where the descriptor pairs curvature values of single points. Starting with the principle curvature for
a particular point ci =
√
c20 + c
2
1. The component principle curvatures c0 and c1 are extracted as the largest singular
values as a result of a singular value decomposition of the covariance matrix H =
∑
i
∑
j(n′i, j − n)(n′i, j − n); with
n, the normal vector of the point of interest, and n′ the normal vectors on the surface within a radius r around n
with each normal vector projected onto a tangent plane of n. The curvature pair descriptor itself is represented as
f = (ca, cb, d, α), with ca and cb, the curvature values of two points, d, the distance between the two points, and α the
dot-product of the points’ two normal vectors. Note that it is imperative that only points with a curvature c ≥ cmin
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are considered, with cmin selected empirically so that only the edges and high-curvature zones of all objects remain.
Also, ca  cb to prevent symmetrical matches and d > dmin to prevent that neighbors in vicinity are used. Usually
dmin ≥ r yields the expected results; no point in the neighborhood that contributed to the curvature value of the current
point should be used to form a descriptor. In this way, we represent the environment point cloud as well as the object
of interest. To find an object, the descriptors sets are matched. Therefore a hash table is used with ca · d as key. If
a matching cb and α exist at the hash table entry, we count the match. An object is considered as detected when the
number of matches that result in a point matching error  ≤ threshold. The threshold is typically the set to 0.01mm.
The initial position of the object of interest is estimated as mean of all matching points and the orientation difference
of all points is calculated according to [6].
Pose Refinement: The initial pose is refined using the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm. The ICP algorithm
computes the transformation [R|t] two align two point sets in a closed loop form. ICP uses point pairs from two point
sets to calculate the transformation. Therefore, it solves a least-square problem. ICP was originally introduced by Besl
et al. [7], a similar approach was also introduced at the same time by Chen [8]. ICP expects only small differences
between two point sets. This entails an initial transformation estimate to establish an overlap between the two point
sets M and R, which the detection step already established. ICP runs in an iterative process until the root mean square
error yielded from the point differences is smaller than a threshold. From observations we can say that the number
of iterations for the very initial detection is high although usually < 10. Once the object is certainly detected and the
subsequently employed motion tracker follows the objects, ICP typically terminates after one or two iterations. The
result is a refined pose [R|t].
Optimization and Tracking: We employ a linear Kalman filter to track the position and orientation of the object
of interest [9]. The Kalman filter is a linear estimator that uses a series of measurements to predict the next output,
the pose in this case. Any measured pose is aligned with the prediction. Knowing the typical camera noise and other
errors, the Kalman filter yields an optimized result, in terms of noise and jitter removal as well as smooth motion in
general.
Additionally, the pose can be refined using a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), as already described in [10]. The
GMM blends multiple Gaussian distribution with linear blend values. For tracking, the GMM is used to optimize the
ICP point matching by merging the results of multiple point sets obtained from multiple frames by optimizing the
blend values. Assuming we start from scratch with a new point set, the first point set and the pose of an object is
used to establish a GMM, however, with one point set only. Subsequent point sets are assigned to the distribution. If
the distance error is to large, the point set is split into multiple Gaussian distributions and each point set is matched
independently. The goal is to minimize the matching error by identifying the best blend values for all sets. This
improves the pose up to 40%. One caveat, this only works for static objects since the point set is expected to deviate
only due to noise and not due to the movement of a particular object.
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FIGURE 3. The point cloud of the test setup (red) with a reference model (green) a) after loading, b) after detection and, c) pose
refinement.
The enitre process works in real time (except for the GMM part) on a GPU with a mean value of ≈15ms per frame
with ≈250000 points (range image of 640x480 pixel) using an Nvidia Titan Xp processor.
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Flash-thermography and data integration
The pose accuracy that can be achieve relies on the CFP descriptor, thus, on curvatures values extracted of the object
of interest. In general terms, the more complicated the surface, the better it can be tracked and the better the pose
estimate. ICP just refines an already known position to minimize the point-to-point error, however, cannot correct
an incorrect initial position. Thus, the accuracy depends on the typical equipment that is used in a domain, on the
equipments’ surface complexity in particular. We set up a flash-thermography demonstration prototype for thermal
image data integration, which allows us to experimentally evaluate the accuracy. The setup is shown in Figure 1. It
incorporates a flash-thermography flash hood along with a specimen and a range camera to track specimen and flash
hood. The objective is to measure the spatial relation between both which facilitates to map a thermal image onto a
3D model of the specimen (Figure 1b).
Data processing
Figure 4 shows the data processing procedure incorporating three steps and Figure 5a) depicts the coordinate systems.
A point cloud is the input and a 3D model with mapped thermal image the output. The first step is the detection and
tracking step as described. 3D models of the specimen and the flash hood are required to extract the reference data for
tracking and to determine their poses. The output is the pose of the specimen TRS and the pose of the flash hood TRC
in camera coordinate frame ΘR. All poses are represented as a 4x4 matrix in a homogenous coordinate system with a
orientation and a translation component [R|t].
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FIGURE 4. The tracking and data integration process
The second step, pose transformation, determines the spatial relation between the thermal camera, which is
embedded in the flash hood, and the specimen’s origin. Assuming the relation between flash hood and camera TFC is
known, the relation is calculated as:
TCS = T−1FC T
−1
RC TRS (1)
The result is the matrix TCS that represents the position and orientation of the specimen in thermal camera coordinate
frame ΘC . Taking the thermal image, a 3D model, and this pose as input for step 3, parameterization, parameter
coordinates in (u, v) space are calculated which map the thermal image onto the specimen. The process matches a
texture mapping procedure for computer graphics, which allows for generating a parameterization from the camera
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viewpoint as:
To =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1
2 0 0
1
2
0 12 0
1
2
0 0 12
1
2
0 0 0 1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
C TCS (2)
with C, the intrinsic camera matrix normalized to act as normalized device coordinates. The matrix at the very left
moves the centroid from the upper left corner, typically for an image, to the center of the image. The (u, v) parameters
are calculated for each vertex v of a 3D model as (u, v) = To v. Further processed by the graphics card, the result is
an image mapped onto the 3D model of the specimen.
?? ??
FIGURE 5. The coordinate system transformations for a) data processing and calibration. b) The position of the camera inside the
flash hood was initially calibrated using a checkerboard pattern.
Camera Pose Calibration
Since the object tracking and pose measurement system can only measure visible objects, we can only measure the
pose of the specimen and the flash hood. However, we required the spatial relation between the specimen and the
thermal camera which is embedded inside the thermography flash hood. We determine the camera position with a
calibration procedure, which yields the transformation TFC (Figure 5a). For that purpose, a checkerboard calibration
pattern is used, attached to the specimen and aligned with its centroid (Figure 5b). The process is as follows: 1) We
determine the pose of the flash hood TRC and the pose of the specimen TRS , with the pattern attached to the specimen.
2) Estimate the spatial relation between specimen and camera TCS using the pattern. 3) Calculate the relation between
flash hood and camera as:
TFC = TˆCS T−1CS with TˆCS = T
−1
RC TRS (3)
The process is repeated several times to verify the accuracy of TFC . This entire procedure relies on a rigidly mounted
camera within the flash hood. Once the transformation TFC is known, the checkerboard pattern is removed.
This procedure needs to be performed only once since the matrix TFC is valid as long as the camera is not moved.
If the camera inside the flash hood is moved or removed and reattached, the calibration procedure needs to be repeated.
Experiments and Results
We evaluated the pose accuracy using the test setup and procedure as described. Although no accuracy goal was
set at this time, the intention is to be as good as marker tracking. Although a similar accuracy would result in the
same visible outcome, using feature descriptor tracking allows for automatic processing where marker-based pose
estimation requires manual user input. The final goal of this research is to achieve a thermal image mapping accuracy
of 1mm. The next sections describe the evaluation procedure and the results.
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Procedure and measurement
The flash hood was moved to random positions in front of the specimen while the position and orientation was tracked.
Once the flash hood was at the designated position, the pose TRC was determined and recorded. In addition, the
experimenter fetched five additonal frames manually to optimize the pose with the GMM-procedure. This procedure
was repeated 14 times to obtain 14 different pose measurement and 14 transformations TCS in total. Although the
position of the flash hood was randomly selected, the experimenter made sure that an appropriate amount of the
specimen was visible through the camera mounted inside the flash hood. If the area was too small, the flash hood was
re-positioned. A larger section of the specimen needed to be visible to obtain a reference pose estimate for comparison.
Although the specimen could also have been moved during the entire experiment, it remained on one position for all
14 experiments. Thus the pose TRS was only determined once. All poses were stored in ASCII files.
To assess the accuracy, we compared the pose TCS with a reference pose TCS ,re f which was estimated via markers
on the specimen. The markers were attached to the surface of the specimen as shown in Figure 7a). Knowing the
markers position on the specimen in a Cartesian coordinate frame as well as its location in an image, the reference
pose can be determined by solving a PnP-problem [11]. The markers’ position in an image frame was marked manually
by the experimenter.
For the evaluation, the accuracy of the translation is calculated as the component-wise difference: Δt = |tCS −
tCS ,re f | with tCS and tCS ,re f , the translational component of the matrices TCS and TCS ,re f . To evaluate the orientation
error, the Euler angles RCS = (ϕ, θ, ψ)CS and RCS ,re f = (ϕ, θ, ψ)CS ,re f were extracted from the matrices and also
component-wise compared: ΔR = |RCS ,re f − RCS ,re f |
The camera in use to obtain a point cloud was a Fotonic P60U. The Fotonic P60U is an industrial-grade range
camera with a depth image resolution of 640×480 pixels at 30fps and a field of view of 58◦ × 45◦. A Point Grey Flea
3 grayscale camera was used inside the flash hood, with 1280x1024 pixel at 30fps, equipped with a f=6mm lens. We
decided to use a grayscale camera for this purpose instead of a thermography camera because it has a higher resolution
than the thermal camera. Hence, the marker pose can be determined more accurately since surface features are visible.
Results
The results are shown in Figure 6. The left chart shows the relative position error Δt, the right chart the relative
orientation error ΔR. Both charts show the values with respect to the linear distance between the camera inside the
flash hood and the specimen. Note that the positions were selected by random, thus, the values along the x-axis appear
scattered. Also, the minimum distance that is possible is 500mm to obtain the required field-of-view for marker
measurement. The closest possible distance is 470mm due to the geometry of the flash hood and the specimen. Note,
each chart shows the raw pose measurement, obtained after recording one frame, and the GMM-optimized pose. The
latter was estimated using five point clouds and five pose estimates.
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FIGURE 6. Position and orientation error with respect to the camera-to-specimen distance.
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The overall position mean after one frame is μ=10.02mm,(sd=9.13mm) and the overall orientation mean is
μR=0.80◦(sd= 0.63◦). A 10mm accuracy is less than what the camera specifications promise. Thus, the results appear
to be suboptimal. At this point, we also have to consider that the manual marker selection and the marker-based
pose estimate comes with a tolerance. Thus, also need to be analyzed with a certain uncertainty in mind. Therefore,
the result appears to be plausible. The GMM-correction (labeled with ”corr.”) can improve the pose estimate with
a position mean of μ=4.21mm,(sd=3.13mm) and an overall orientation mean of μR=0.51◦(sd= 0.36◦). As expected,
the optimization process reduces the error. Especially pose estimates at a larger distance to the specimen could be
significantly improved. Note that the distance between specimen and flash hood is technically independent from the
accuracy due to the employed technique. As long as the surface can be described with a sufficient amount of points,
the descriptor algorithm is independent from the point density in a point cloud, up to a certain distance limit. The
accuracy drop instantly when passing this limit. Here, the flash hood was partially out of the camera frame when it
was moved away from the specimen. Thus, less of the surface was visible, which resulted in larger errors.
A first assessment appears to show a sufficiently accurate pose estimate because the error appears to be small.
From this point of view, the pose accuracy is appropriate. However, our final goal is to map the thermal image onto the
3D model of the specimen. Small deviations can already result in larger mapping error, which is the case for certain
pose measurements. Figures 7b) and c) show two selected screenshots that demonstrate the mapping in comparison to
the specimen. Figure b) shows one optimal outcome. The image maps almost perfectly onto the specimen and almost
no deviations are visible. The tape markers at the lower edge as well as a bore hole in the center match very well with
the physical location. On the contrary, figure c) show an mismatch, here, with a pose that deviates about 40mm and
is 3◦ off the expected axis.
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FIGURE 7. Selected results and the specimen to compare the image mapping with a) the specimen, b) an acceptable results, and
c) an incorrect result.
Although to determine the mapping accuracy was not the goal of this particular experiment, the pose that can
be currently measured results in a mapped image which is deviates from the expected position between 0mm up to
30mm, if the outliers (e.g. Figures 7c) are not considered.
In summary, acceptable results can be obtain, which result in an appropriate mapping. However, not with the
robustness and repeatability that we desire. We assume that this is due to uncertainties in the calibration procedure
and unknown tolerances that still need to be determined.
Conclusion and Outlook
This paper introduces inspection location tracking as a mean for automatic data integration in the NDE field. In-
spection location tracking allows for continuous specimen and equipment pose estimation, which further facilitate to
automatically integrate data into a digital twin of a product. Since the accuracy of the employed tracking technology
relies on the complexity of the object to track, the more complex the more accurate the pose, the outcome that can be
yield needs to be experimentally determined. Thus, the objective of this paper was to determine the pose estimation
accuracy for a flash thermography test setup. A flash hood and a specimen were tracked and the relative position be-
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tween both were calculated. We compared the relative pose with a marker-based pose to assess the accuracy. Although
the results indicate that the spatial error is relative low, even low deviations can result in noticeable deviations. We
assume that the deviations are due to unknown tolerances in the system and calibration mistakes.
Thus, we conclude that the inspection location tracking technology provides appropriate results, with the accu-
racy we need. However, currently not with the robustness and repeatability that we require.
The next step will be to determine the mapping accuracy that the tracking system yields and to further optimize
the pose. We will work with two approaches. Numerical pose optimization during post-processing is the first one.
Each pose that is recorded can be used to further improve the calibration by comparing the mapping outcome with
the expected outcome. Assuming that the mapping difference should be 0, each measurement can be used to alter
a calibration matrix that yields an error of 0. Since each measurement is assumed to be flawed, this will be solved
as a regression problem. Also a user needs to mark certain visible features in the recorded image to determine the
deviation. Thus, this approach can be only successful employed if a calibration matrix can be found with a few
additional data recordings. Our next research will investigate that. Our second approach is to improve the GMM-
optimization. Although it works as expected, the process is slow and requires the user to set several parameters such
as starting point for an Expectation Maximization algorithm as well as the number of expected clusters. Thus, we
intend to determine if several parameters can be set automatically or derived from the tracking data.
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